Let mid) denote the exponent of the ideal class group of the complex quadratic field QWd), where d<0 is a fundamental discriminant. It is shown that there are only finitely many d for which m(rf)=3. Assuming the extended Riemann Hypothesis, it is Let F= Q(-Jd), where d<0, and either d=-dx with dx squarefree and = -1 (mod 4), or else d= -4dx with dx squarefree and si, 2 (mod 4). Then, if O is the ring of algebraic integers of F, we have 0=Z+Z<m, where co = {-d1)112 or cw = |(l+(-J,)1/2) according as d=0 (mod 4) or d=l (mod 4).
Proof.
This result is due to A. I. Vinogradov and Ju. V. Linnik [7] .
Theorem 2. There are only finitely many complex quadratic fields for which m(d) = 3.
Proof. If F=Q{sJd) is a field for which m{d)=3, it follows that C(d)
is an elementary abelian 3-group. Therefore, the class number of F must be odd and hence -d must be a prime. By Lemma 2, if %(p)=\, then p^(\d|/4)1/3. Applying Theorem f, we see that this cannot occur for arbitrarily large \d\. Let %{n) = (djri), so that y is a real, nonprincipal character modulo \d\ (see [2, p. 347 
]).
In the following we use the extended Riemann Hypothesis in the following form: If % is a real character, then for Re(.s)>0, L(s, #)=0 only when Re(äW. Theorem 3. Let ?7>0. Assume the extended Riemann Hypothesis. If % is a real nonprincipal character modulo \d\, then for sufficiently large \d\, there is a prime p such that x(p)= 1 a"dp<(\og\d\)2+ri.
Proof.
We use a number of results from the paper of Littlewood [4] . Let f5, e>0, and suppose %{p)^\ for p<v1+ad, where as in [4] v= (log|J|)2<1+4£). Let 7=v"1-M, and A1(/j)=A(n)/log n. Equation (7.3) of [4] , states that log L(l, X) = l^fite + 0(A(e)y^-* log \d\) + 0(//8). Proof. Let r\' = r\\2. By Theorem 3, we see that there is a prime p, such that %{p)= \ and/><(log |j|)2+'1', for sufficiently large \d\. Applying Lemma 2,wefindthat/)^(|^|/4)1/m<<J».Hence(2 + »?')loglog |j|>(l/w(j))log(|</|/4) and so m(</)>{log[</|}/{(2-|-?i)log log \d\} for sufficiently large \d\.
Remark. It follows from the work of Ankeny [1] and Montgomery [5] , that the least prime quadratic residue modulo d is 0{\og2\d\), under the extended Riemann Hypothesis.
We are grateful to Professor P. T. Bateman for his proof of Theorem 3, and for helpful suggestions concerning the proof of Theorem 4, which is an improvement of the estimate w(t/)>(log log \d\)1/3, which we had originally obtained by a somewhat different argument.
